The Best Workplaces in Technology

Innovation opportunities for all builds more cohesive teams.

Key Findings

- **Innovation experiences increase followership.** Employees who often participate in innovation are three times more likely to have a great deal of confidence in the executive team.

- **Being creative drives purpose.** When employees experience innovation, they are twice as likely to feel that their work has special meaning and they make a difference.

- **Invention increases unity.** Employees are twice as likely to agree that “we’re all in this together” when they have ample chances to innovate.

- **Innovative workplaces are fairer.** When innovation experiences are plentiful, employees are twice as likely to feel that management involves them in decisions, they receive a fair share of profits, and promotions are fair.

**Few or No Innovation Opportunities**

“Maximizing the human potential at tech companies requires a culture that welcomes all employees into innovation programs, to tap into the unique genius of every person.”

Michael C. Bush
CEO, Great Place to Work

**List Highlights**

- **Number of Companies that Made the List**: 40 Companies

- **Best Large Workplace in Technology**: Ultimate Software
  - **Industry**: Information Technology
  - **Size**: 3,972 employees

- **Best Small and Medium Workplace in Technology**: Asana
  - **Industry**: Information Technology
  - **Size**: 280 employees

Want to become a best workplace?

LEARN MORE